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We meet there not only almost every rare disease' of these
countries, but are afforded frequent opportunities for studying
diseases imported from abroad-for example, leprosy, malaria,
beri-bern, fiarias is, guinea-worm, etc. Many of the most
Ihoaoured names in the medical world make it a point to
bring their most interesting cases for exhibition at the Poly-
'clinic. Again and again I bave met in practice rare condi-
tions, the successful diagnosis of which depended upon my
having seen similar cases in the Polyclinic. This I believe to
be the experience of most members of the Polyclinic.
Another advantage possessed by members of the Polyclinic

is that whenever they meet in practice an obscure case in a
patient unable to pay consultation fees, they can bring the
case to the Polyclinic, and if any light can be thrown
lupon it at all, it will be thrown upon it there. This is a fact
which gives the Polyclinic a claim upon the public as well as
upon the profession.
Other advantages of belonging to the Polyclinic are: Special

facilities for improving our knowledge in the various speciali-
ties-the eye, ear, nose, and throat, etc. ; the use of a good
library and a well-equipped laboratory; and the right to a
most interesting monthly journal edited by the able and
genial pen of Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson.

I will conclude by saying that my object in writing this
letteris-first, that having found a "good thing" I would
like to share it with others; secondly, to express my gratitude
to the Polyclinic for the great benefits it confers upon us, and
to the able, devoted, and disinterested gentlemen who so
kindly place their valuable time and unrivalled experience at
tur disposal.-I am, etc.,
Sinclair Road, W., April 2XSt. J. McNAMARA, M.D.

THE MIDWIVES' QUESTION.
SIR,-The pressing work of an extensive practice has taken

up my time so much that I have been unable to reply earljer
to Mr. Humphreys's letter in the BRITISH MEDICAL JTOURNAL of
May 4th.

It has been pointed out to me by many of my medical
friends, who are very much interested in this question of
,creating a new class of unqualified practitioners, that Mr.
Humphreys's stock of arguments in favour of licensing mid-
wives must be getting rather low, when he is compelled to
avoid the chief points of my letter of April 27th by incorrectly
interpreting several of the sentences therein, and when he
has to take up space by such extraordinary statements as that
the mortality at childbirth is increased by the too frequent
iuse of forceps and the neglect of antiseptics on the part of
medical practitioners. Besides it is not very complimentary
to the profession to which we both belong to insinuate that
the public can only be saved from the forceps and sepsis of
the doctor by falling back on the midwife.
Mr. Humphreys says, " M.R.C.S. wishes us to believe that

the Act of i886 was a hint on the part of the Legislature as to
its views of the necessity for midwives having the triple
qualification," and says this is a "mere assumption on his
part."

Surely it must be apparent to any ordinary reader of my
letter that what I assumed was that no person, midwife or
-other, should practise in any one branch of medicine without
being properly qualified in all.
Mr. Humphreys states that the L.O.S. is accepted by the

Army Medical Department, Boards of Guardians, nursing as-
eociations, maternity charities, etc., " in some sense." Per-
haps he will enlighten us in what sense he means. There is
-one reason why it is accepted by some of the bodies he has
mentioned (especially Boards of Guardians) and that is
.cheapness.
Again he states that the General Medical Council specially

excepted midwives when it abolished unqualified assistants.
Does Mr. Humphreys wish us to believe that the Council
ever contemplated making them legally qualified practi-
tioners ?
Mr. Humphreys says that the L.O.S. does not admit to the

Medical Register. I never supposed it did. I merely asserted
that it proposed to authorise these women to practise in a
branch of medicine without having received a complete
medical. education, which is contrary to the spirit of the
Medical Act of i886. Perhaps Mr. Humphreys will kindly

inform us what really was the object of the Medical Act of
I886?
I do not wish unduly to take up your space, but Mr.

Humphreys's assertion that so many practitioners wish to be
relieved of some of their midwifery practice is too misleading
to be passed over without comment. No doubt practitioners
of years' standing like myself do not want cheap midwifery,
and frequently do not take it, but there is a large number of
men to whom midwifery brings a considerable part of their
incomes, and men commencing practice invariably have to
depend largely on midwifery.

I cannot help thinking that one of the chief reasons for this
agitation about the midwives' question is really to provide a
new means of occupation for womeiL at a small cost. It is
stated that the real object of the Midwives Bill is to benefit
the poor. Now I have compared noteswith a very large num-
ber of general practitioners, and without any exception their
opinion is that the poor will certainlybe nobetter off than
they are now, that the new midwives will not attend the poor
for smaller fees than do the medical practitioners who live in
poor districts at the present time, but that they (the mid-
wives) will leave the poor and extend their practice to those
who will pay them higher fees, and that therefore the Bill
will entirely miss its stated object.

If I could in any way see that the poor would really benefit,
instead of opposing, I would welcome such legislation, but
the more I consider the matter, so more clearly does it appear
to me that the only persons who will benefit are the proposed
new class of midwives and their teachers.-I am, etc.,
May 13tlh. M.lt.C.S.Eng.

THE "C.O.S." OF LONDON.
SIR,-Several letters have recently appeared in the BRITISH

MEDICAL JOURNAL (pp. IO52, 1053, III8, and 1177) on the Mid-
wives Question with frequent references to the " L.O.S. Cer-
tificate," which appears to me a misnomer entirely. What
does " L.O.S." mean ? I take it to be Licentiate of the
Obstetrical Society of London. If this be correct, then the
licentiate will hold a licence or diploma. Hence arises the
question, "Does the Obstetrical Society of London, which
consists exclusively of medical men with a president, etc.,
grant these licences or diplomas, and does it encourage
women holding them to subscribe ' L.O.S.' after their
names? " If so, is this not calculated to deceive the public,
and ought not the attention of the General Medical Council
to be called to it? Anyone has only need to refer to the pages
given above to see how general is the use of " L.O.S." Also
there is to be seen a midwife's name-plate on her door at
Manchester Road, Cheadle, with this " title " after her name,
and I have the original deatlh certificate of a child in my
possession where a midwife signs herself as "L.O.S." But
what I wish to call attention to particularly is that if they are
not Licentiates of the Obstetrical Society of London, but only
hold its certificate, the correctway of subscribing themselves,
if at all, would be " C.O.S."-I am, etc.,
Ardwick, Manchester, May xitlh. G. H. BROADBENT.

MIDWIVES AND THEIR PUPILS.
SIR,-If Mr. Humphreys will kindly re-read myletter of

April 27th, he will find that what I wrote was that the sum
mentioned was earned " during the first year the midwife set
up for herself and took in pupils," a quite different thing to
" the very first year of her starting work," as Mr. Humphreys
misquotes it. I do not quite understand why he considers it
a waste of force to discuss the value of the L.O.S. certificate.
Does the Honorary Secretary of the Midwives Registration
Bill Committee hold that the present system of training and
the L.O.S. examination are absolutely perfect and incapable
of improvement? There are some people who are doubtful
about it. Does he disagree with the idea that training in
general nursing would "raise the efficiency" of midwives?
Perhaps he thinks this object only attained by post-graduate
lectures, on such subjects as When is Abortion Morally and
Legally Justifiable? Or is his objection merely based on
the score of expense ? If the latter, surely he does not put
cheapness before efficiency, especially where the lives of
women and children are concerned
For my own part, I think that thoroughly trained women


